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Application partitioningis the task of breaking up the functionality of an application into distinct entit
that can operate independently, usually in a distributed setting. As networking changes the com
landscape, application partitioning is becoming the main kind of distributed programming. Even the
est, non-performance-oriented applications may need to be partitioned due to functional consider
the resources that the application needs (e.g., graphical workstation, database system, sensor h
may be distributed throughout a network. Traditional partitioning entails re-coding the application
tionality so that it uses a middleware mechanism (e.g., CORBA, Java RMI) for communication bet
the different entities. This proposal examines an alternative approach that involves no program
Instead, higher-level tools allow the user to express how the application is to be partitioned. The too
then rewrite the existing application code to replace local data exchange (e.g., function calls, data s
through pointers) with remote communication (e.g., remote function calls, remote pointers or m
objects).

The no-programming approach has the potential to revolutionize the way applications are partitioned
ertheless, no-programming partitioning faces two major challenges. First, it is hard to guarantee thcom-
pletenessof the translation process, by changing the application alone. “Completeness” refers to the
to place any arbitrary subset of application data and code on any site. A second challenge is to
acceptable performancefor a large class of applications. This requires both careful analysis of the
exchange patterns among application entities, and appropriate mechanisms for data migration and p
replication. Nevertheless, doing either of the above with low overhead and no changes to the runtim
tem is a difficult task.

The goal of this proposal is to explore whether no-programming application partitioning can be adv
to “industrial strength” levels. The space of possible design choices is huge, but we will argue that a
segment of the spectrum holds some of the most promising design directions. In particular, we prop
explore no-programming partitioning of Java applications in bytecode format. A separate dynamic
ing phase will be used to supply information to guide both partitioning and distribution decisions. Gr
cal tools will aid the user in describing a correct and efficient partitioning of the application. The prop
rewriting algorithm (a new research result) is far more complete than previous approaches, and allo
mobility of application objects. Static analysis will be used to enlarge the set of partitionings that are
anteed to be correctly distributed by the system and to perform optimizations in the distribution m
ware. Preliminary work in these directions is being conducted at the time of writing this proposal.

1. Introduction

Programming distributed applications used to be a task reserved for high-performance computin
large, geographically separated systems, always designed from scratch with distribution in mind. W
widespread use of the Internet, distribution over the network became an issue for a large number o
cations that before would operate on a single location. Distributing such applications leaves the func
ity they offer to the user virtually unchanged. Physical constraints are the reason dictating the distrib
1
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For instance, an application should continue to work the same, but now its user is geographically sep
from the data storage facility or the main computing engine. The Javaapplet modelis a good example,
when viewed as an instance of distributed computation. An applet is a piece of code that originally
on a server machine but gets copied on a client machine to be executed on a user’s Web browser. Ty
the applet is executed on the client machine not because this machine is faster than the server
applet came from, but because the applet needs to use a local resource—the graphical screen of
machine. Since the graphics have to reach the user screen and the code is initially on the server m
distribution is inevitable. The main issue is how the distribution should take place. In the case of ap
the answer is hard-coded and it is the same for each applet: the code is downloaded and execute
user side. Nevertheless, one can imagine many other solutions that are customizable for individu
grams. Perhaps, the functionality should be split, with the core part executed on the server, while th
interface is executed on the client. Communication between the two parts could be performed with
dard distributed computing techniques (e.g., CORBA [14], or Java RMI [20] middleware). Perhaps, o
should migrate on demand, or according to an application-specific pattern.

Such circumstances gave rise to application partitioning.Application partitioningis the task of breaking up
the functionality of an application into distinct entities that can operate independently, usually in a di
uted setting. Application partitioning is advocated strongly in computing magazines (e.g., [11]) as a w
use resources more efficiently. Traditional partitioning entails re-coding the application functionality t
a middleware mechanism for communication between the different entities. This is a significant und
ing, often prohibitively so. In this proposal, we promote the idea of partitioning existing centralized1 appli-
cations without manually changing the application source code. Instead, a higher level tool allows th
to express how the application is to be partitioned. The tool can then rewrite the existing application
to replace local data exchange (e.g., function calls, data sharing through pointers) with remote comm
tion (e.g., remote function calls, remote pointers or mobile objects). Thisno-programming2 approach to
application partitioning has significant simplicity advantages and can revolutionize the way applica
are partitioned.

In the spectrum of technologies aimed at facilitating distributed computing, no-programming partitio
is among the most ambitious, because it imposes modest requirements. To elaborate this somewh
doxical statement, no-programming partitioning is an ambitious approach on the technical front, bu
modest on the deployment front. The distinct element of the approach is that only the applic
changes—no changes are required to the runtime environment where the applications are to be exe.
This distinguishes no-programming partitioning from distributed shared memory systems (e.g., CJV
Java/DSM [25]). The deployment advantages include full portability and compatibility under third-p
changes to the runtime system. Typical technical advantages include the compactness of the resul
tributed system and the transparency of the partitioning to other elements of the system (e.g., collab
applications running on the same runtime system). No-programming partitioning aspires to be suc
in distributing a large class of applications semi-automatically, while maintaining correctness and
performance. This is a challenging task but the deployment advantages guarantee that the impac
approach depends only on the technical success of the rewriting process—not on the extent of ado
new infrastructure.

1. We will use the term “centralized” for applications designed to run on a single machine. Note that the distin
betweencentralized anddistributed is orthogonal to the distinction betweensequentialandconcurrent. Both cen-
tralized and distributed applications can be either sequential or concurrent. More specifically, the no-program
partitioning approach has nothing to do with concurrency discovery (e.g., work on automatic parallelization

2. As explained later, “no-programming” is a slight misnomer. If application developers want to add non-defau
ure handling to their distributed applications, they need to add code to automatically generated skeleton m
Even in this case, the original application code does not need to be altered (e.g., it can well be in binary fo
and the error handling is no more complex than in the case of traditional application partitioning.
2
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Of course, it is utopian to expect thatall applications can be distributed without code modifications a
attain acceptable performance. Nevertheless, there are good reasons to hope that the class of app
for which no-programming partitioning can yield efficient solutions is large and only getting larger. S
of these reasons are:

• When distribution is dictated by physical constraints (as on the Internet and in embedded sy
environments) communication patterns tend to be very simple. Consider again the exam
applets, or the symmetric case ofJava servlets: surely if the problem admits a solution that execut
the entire code exclusively on the server (servlet) or exclusively on the client (applet), the com
cation requirements cannot be too great. It should be easy for an automatic system to perform
better partitioning than an inflexible solution like applets or servlets.

• The breakdown of applications in objects seems to offer a good granularity for making distrib
decisions and applying them to binary code. Non-object-oriented applications offer abstra
boundaries only at the level of procedures or modules. The former seem too fine-grained for dis
tion decisions, while the latter are too coarse-grained. Binary executables in an architecture-s
format (e.g., x86 machine language) would be hard to process automatically. In contrast, the o
oriented coding style, in combination with more abstract execution environments (e.g., the Jav
or the Microsoft CLR) offer both an appropriate partitioning granularity and significant eas
binary manipulation. Therefore, the current increasing trend of writing applications in object
ented languages with abstract runtime systems (like Java or C#) favors no-programming partiti

• Good techniques for placement, replication, and mobility have been developed and appear in t
tributed systems literature. These include placement and data consistency techniques from D
uted Shared Memory systems (e.g., Orca [2]), object mobility techniques (e.g., from the Em
system [3]), etc. Additionally, with a judicious combination of static analysis and execution profi
distribution decisions can be more educated than in past systems.

2. Technical Issues and Design Choices

No-programming application partitioning faces some serious challenges. The two main issues are t
thecompletenessof the translation process and theperformanceof the partitioned application in a distrib-
uted environment. These are the axes along which we will examine existing systems, as well as th
posed approach. For concreteness, we will contrast the proposed approach to the three most closel
prior art systems—Addistant [21], Pangaea [17][19], and Coign [9]. Other, less closely related, work
distributed shared memory systems and manual partitioning infrastructure) will be discussed in Sec

The past three years have seen a number of efforts to automatically partition Java programs [17][2
COM applications [9]. These prior approaches are limited in scope and have not demonstrated suc
partitioning third-party, pre-written applications. The Coign automatic partitioning system [9] has m
some inroads in this direction, but the applications partitioned successfully (e.g., the Octarine word p
sor) were written explicitly to demonstrate a modular style of programming using COM component
other real-world COM applications are written with such extreme care to ensure binary modularity.

The goal of this proposal is to advance no-programming application partitioning to “industrial stren
levels. The platform of experimentation is Java and we propose to perform the partitioning through
bytecode rewriting. Thus, no source code access to the original application is required. Other ma
ments of the proposed approach include: a test-case profiling phase for the application that will s
information to guide partitioning, placement, and mobility decisions; a powerful rewriting engine allow
correct partitioning of more applications than prior approaches; generating source code skeletons
failure handling code can be added by the user; the ability of objects to move, whenever possible
analysis to enlarge the set of partitionings that are guaranteed to be correct and to perform optimiza
3
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graphical interface that will present the results of partitioning and static analysis to the user and will
the user to make distribution decisions; heuristic algorithms for partitioning (data placement) based o
exchange information.

Our group at Georgia Tech already conducts preliminary work in the proposed direction. The name
system isJava-Orchestra, orJ-Orchestra, for short.3

Next, we will argue that the J-Orchestra design decisions are sound and represent the most promis
nue to an industrial-strength no-programming partitioning system. A few of the aspects we will di
have already been implemented, but most either have not or are at an immature stage. The researc
Section 4 will list specifically what the proposed future work is—the current section is concerned wit
overall approach.

Java Bytecodes as a Program Representation.The Java programming language [8] is the dominant la
guage for Internet development and one of the most dominant programming languages overall. Th
mous number of Java developers (conservatively estimated at 500,000 professional developers in 2
grow to over 2 million by 2005, not including students and hobbyists [7]) and the accumulated Java e
tise guarantee the potential for significant impact. Additionally, Java is among the purest object-or
languages. This ensures that “legacy” applications (i.e., applications written with no distribution in m
are fairly modular. Class boundaries offer convenient lines along which the partitioning can take
Objects offer a conveniently fine granularity for code and data mobility. Furthermore, Java program
executed in an abstract execution environment—the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). This enables e
binary manipulation of the application code, as well as the ability to manipulate the runtime environ
(e.g., to transform code at load time, to enable dynamic profiling, etc.).

Among the three most closely related approaches to the one proposed, two—the Pangaea [17] and
tant [21] systems—are Java based. Pangaea operates at the source code level, while Addistant, like
posed approach, operates at the bytecode level. Operating at the bytecode level is essential for ge
because no access to the source code for the original application is needed, and because Jav
classes also need to be manipulated (although not modified). The Coign system [9] operates on CO
ponents. One disadvantage in this case is that no real-world applications are written as collections o
small COM components. The applications that constitute success cases for Coign (mainly the O
word processor) were written specifically to showcase that COM is a viable platform for developing a
cations from many small components. A second disadvantage is that COM applications (in platform
cific binary format) are hard to rewrite, which is necessary in order to change the way that remote da
accessed. This will be further discussed when examining the rewriting engine design choices.

Using Test-Case Profiling Data for Partitioning Decisions.Test-case profiling consists of examining th
behavior of an application under some sample input. The observations made during the test run a
used to guide decisions that will affect application performance during actual use. Test-case profi
ideal for no-programming application partitioning because it is hard to perform low-overhead online
itoring of application behavior without changing the execution environment. Recall that keepin
unmodified execution environment is one of the main goals of application partitioning, for portability
ease of adoption reasons. Of course, the main assumption of test-case profiling is that the test-case
sentative of general application behavior. For initial partitioning of application classes (i.e., deciding w
classes are strongly coupled with which others), this is likely to be the case. For more complex

3. The motivation behind the name “J-Orchestra” is dual. First, it suggests the kind of orchestration of object
ity that the system aspires to perform. Second, there is a strong analogy between application partitioning a
way orchestral pieces are commonly composed: first a piano score is completed. Then an “orchestration” 
takes place that determines which instrument should play which notes of the completed piano score. The 
extends far. For instance, there are many examples of orchestrating piano music that was never intended 
composer for orchestral performance.
4
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ences—like deciding when to move an object from a site to another—profiling has to be very sophist
to be adequate. This is one of the most open-ended directions we propose to explore.

Of the three prior art systems discussed, only Coign uses test-case profiling to guide partitioning dec

A General, Efficient Rewriting Engine that Allows Object Mobility. The most important part of a no-
programming partitioning approach is the rewriting it performs. The issues involved range from eng
ing considerations to deep research problems. First, we will present the necessary background and
cal view of prior art—the issues discussed here are generally overlooked in the literature and pa
programming partitioning systems have not documented exactly the limitations of their approa
Although the discussion is often Java-specific, the techniques described are fairly general.

To begin, let us distinguish between different kinds of classes that form a Java application. The first k
application classes. These are part of the original application to be partitioned. As such, they can free
modified (e.g., to refer to other objects through proxies). Next there aresystem classes—the classes form-
ing the Java runtime libraries, which are universally available. For brevity, we will occasionally
instances of system classessystem objects. Many system classes are implemented usingnative code—i.e.,
their functionality is encoded in a platform-dependent binary file, either the JVM executable itself
dynamically linked library. There is a distinction between system classes that invoke native method
ones that do not. The latter may be treated as application classes under some (strict) conditions.

Completenessis the main problem of no-programming application partitioning. Without modifying
runtime system, it is hard to guarantee correct execution forall applications partitioned alongany user-
defined boundary. The problem stems from the fact that most mainstream programming language
data sharing through references (i.e., pointers). Sharing through references is valid on a single a
space. When clients are distributed over a network, however, there is no way to directly access remo
For application code, this may be fine, as long as code modification is possible: application code
rewritten to always access data through indirect references. If, however, references ever leak to unm
code that is unaware of the distribution (e.g., native code in the Java VM, system libraries for a plat
specific executable) disaster will ensue: the code will try to access the data directly, even if the da
remote. Even if care is taken to only pass direct references to unmodified code, there is no guara
correctness: the unmodified code may alias the data, so that replicating or moving them will viola
original application semantics. In general, if an arbitrary subset of the code is unmodifiable, it is an
cidable problem whether a given partition of the application will respect the original semantics. The r
is that the aliasing behavior of the unmodifiable code depends on run-time information. The al
behavior, in turn, determines whether a piece of data can be safely moved to a remote site.

Performanceis the other major issue in no-programming application partitioning. There are certainly s
applications for which performance is secondary. Nevertheless, the ultimate success of no-progra
partitioning depends on the efficiency of the partitioned application. It is tempting to view the proble
one of data locality and apply standard techniques (e.g., from distributed shared memory systems). M
these techniques have to do with data replication and data mobility. A wealth of past research expe
has shown that replication and mobility are essential tools for good performance in distributed ap
tions. Nevertheless, in this case, correctness is the enemy of performance. For instance, it is not nec
the case that a set of data (e.g., a vector) can be moved to a different host or can be replicated. Clien
vector may be unmodifiable, thus needing to access the vector data directly (which is not possible
vector is remote). Unmodifiable system code may hold an alias to the vector, preventing it from movin
rather, violating the semantics of the application if the vector moves. Similarly, replicating data ma
unsafe, as it may lead to inconsistencies between copies. Traditional mechanisms for keeping copi
sistent are not sufficient because there is no way to intercept access to the data without modifying eit
client or the runtime environment.
5
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The above discussion suggests that good conservative approximations are required to achieve cor
of the partitioning, but these should not sacrifice performance. The proposed approach consists of ju
a conservative approximation. First, though, let us consider how the issues of completeness and
mance have been addressed in prior systems. All three of the examined systems impose very sever
tions on the kinds of partitionings allowed and have little, if any, support for data mobility. The limitat
are such as to render these systems fundamentally unscalable:

• the Coign system does not distribute components when they share data through memory po
Such components are deemed non-distributable and are located on the same machine. Practic
rience with Coign [9] showed that this is a severe limitation for the only real-world applica
included in Coign’s example set (the Microsoft PhotoDraw program). Note that the Coign appr
would be impossible in the case of Java: almost all program data are accessed through refere
Java. No support for synchronous data mobility exists in Coign, but the application can be pe
cally repartitioned based on its recent behavior.

• the Pangaea system uses the JavaParty [15] infrastructure for application partitioning. Since
Party is designed for manual partitioning and operates at the source code level, Pangaea is a
ited in this respect. Thus, Pangaea cannot be used to make Java system classes (which are su
bytecode format) remotely accessible. This is a very severe limitation as most data exchange
programs happens through system classes (e.g., collection classes, likejava.util.Vector ). If
such classes are not remotely accessible, all their clients need to be located on the same site,
partitioning almost impossible for realistic applications.

• the Addistant system concentrates on functional distribution along library boundaries. The ki
rewrite employed (i.e., the semantics supported) is picked manually (e.g., the user has to pick
ferent rewrite for classes that can be freely replicated, a different rewrite if an application class
ences an unmodifiable system class, etc.). There are certainly some arbitrary limitations
Addistant approach. (For instance,final system classes cannot be accessed remotely due to
subclassing-based rewrite technique. All clients of such classes need to be on the same hos
so, however, the set of partitionings supported is much richer than that of Pangaea. The main p
with the Addistant rewrite, however, is that objects cannot move from site to site. Instead, ob
stay on the site where they were initially allocated but can be accessed remotely. Thus, the on
to get acceptable performance with Addistant is bycopyingobjects. Nevertheless, allowing copyin
semantics is a responsibility left for the user! That is, a user with only bytecode access to the o
application is expected to know whether a class in that application can be safely replicated w
violating the application semantics. This limitation makes Addistant impractical for any but tr
applications, usually partitioned by the original author. Essentially, Addistant does not solv
completeness issues, but shifts the burden to the end user. Even under this restriction, the use
ited to specifying copy semantics for the objects—object mobility is not allowed.

Given the above restrictions, it is easy to see why prior systems have not scaled to industrial level a
tions. The rewriting engine proposed here addresses most of the above concerns. First, we will s
conservative (with respect to Java system classes) approach, which is still much more general than
above techniques. (This constitutes a new, implemented, but yet unpublished, research result.) Late
section, we will discuss how static analysis can be used to enable safe mobility even of some Java
classes. The discussion is simplified (by abstraction but also omission of special cases—e.g., treat
this  references) but maintains all the crucial insights.

The J-Orchestra rewriting engine uses the standard technique (e.g., see JavaParty [15]) of changin
ences to objects (which we will calldirect references) to point to a proxy object instead (indirect refer-
ences).4 The proxy object hides the details of whether the actual object is local or remote. The inva
maintained is that clients never get direct references to objects that can potentially be remote—ac
6
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always through a proxy. Application code needs to be rewritten to maintain the invariant: for instanc
new statements have to be rewritten to create a proxy object and return it, an object has to be pre
from passing direct references to itself (as the value of thethis expression) to other objects, etc. If othe
objects need to refer to data fields of a rewritten object directly, the code needs to be rewritten to
accessor and mutator methods, instead. Such methods are generated automatically for every piec
in application classes. (For instance, if the original application code tried to increment a field of a p
tially remote object directly, like in o1.a_field++ , the code will have to change into
o1.set_a_field(o1.get_a_field() + 1) . The rewrite will actually occur at the bytecode level.
Consider now the completeness issues discussed earlier: what if unmodified code (e.g., native m
tries to access object fields directly? What if unmodified code aliases the data?

The main observation is that none of these cases applies to instances of application classes (i.e., c
the original application to be partitioned, as opposed to Java system classes). Unmodified (system
can only access application objects in three ways: through generic (Object ) references, through Java
interfaces, or if their classes are derived from system classes. In the third case, the classes are n
application classes—they represent subtypes of system classes and should be treated just like
classes. In the first and second cases, no problem exists (after careful rewriting). Direct access to the
not allowed, thus the proxy is used. Also, since no object can directly refer to a potentially remote obj
unmodified code is to alias the application object, it will instead alias its proxy object. For instance,
program creates a collection (e.g., aVector ) of instances of application classC, a vector of objects that are
proxies to instances ofC will be created. In this way, instances of application classes can freely mov
their location is entirely transparent to the rest of the system.

Consider now system classes. Objects of system classes will also be accessed through a proxy, wh
in application code. Nevertheless, the problem is that other system classes may need to referenc
objects. For example, system code (or even native code) may create an instance of a system class
reference (alias) to it, and return that reference as the result of a method invocation. Additionally, s
code is for practical purposes unmodifiable. (In reality, some system code is perfectly modifiable, b
all system code is—due to native methods. Treating all system code as unmodifiable code yields a
solution and does not run the danger of possibly violating licensing agreements.) Thus, there are
two modes of operating on system objects: using direct references (from inside other unmodifiable s
classes) or using indirect references/proxies (from inside application classes). The issue then becom
to translate between direct access to system classes and indirect access. Fortunately, the proxies fo
objects offer the only interface between application and system code. The code of these proxy clas
take care of the translation so that system classes can refer to system objects directly but app
classes only do so through proxies. In particular, if a direct reference to a system object is abou
returned to application code, it is first “wrapped” with a proxy object and the proxy object is returned.
ilarly, if a system class is to be passed into system code from application code, it is first “unwrapped
fact, a similar transformation takes place for application classes that implement system interfaces.)

The rewrite algorithm sketched above takes care of unmodified code trying to access data directly
does not address the issue of unmodified code possibly aliasing the data. Indeed, system code can
alias to objects (instances of other system classes). If these objects are later moved, the aliases
invalid. Therefore, in the strictest case, this rewrite only takes care of the case whereall system objects can
only exist on one network site. Nevertheless, Java system classes can be subdivided into libraries
have hierarchical dependencies. For instance, the Swing graphics library may access classes f

4. This point is worth repeating for clarity: we will use the term “direct reference” to indicate a normal Java refer
(i.e., an indirection). This could well be called an “indirect reference” but since Java does not allow any mo
“direct” access to objects, we can “hijack” the term without ambiguity. Summarizing the terminology used, “d
references” offer a single point of indirection, while “indirect references” offer two points of indirection, the 
ond one hiding whether the object is local or remote.
7
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java.util package, but not the other way around. Thus, Swing classes can easily (all togeth
assigned to a single host, whilejava.util classes are on a different host. This is the same property
the Addistant system exploits in order to allocate Swing classes on remote hosts.

Now let us summarize the completeness of the J-Orchestra rewrite algorithm and compare it to past
algorithms. The proposed rewrite allows correct distribution forall applications partitioned alonganyuser-
defined boundary across application classes. That is, the user can putany instance ofanyapplication class
onanysite, and the semantics of the original centralized application will be preserved. Additionally, a
cation objects can freely move from site to site during application execution, without endangering th
rectness of the application. Therefore, the rewrite algorithm is much more general than all previou
programming partitioning approaches. The algorithm’s only limitations have to do with partitioning
system classes. System objects have to be located on the same site as any other system objects th
tially alias them. As a conservative approximation, all instances of system classes in the same con
“library” (e.g., Swing classes,java.util classes, etc.) have to be on the same host, although they can
be accessed remotely. Even in the case of system classes, the J-Orchestra rewriting algorithm is at
complete as any previous one.

Static Analysis for Performance Optimizations.The limitation of the rewriting algorithm sketched
above is that system objects have to be on the same site as other system objects that can potentia
them. There is no way to compute exactly what objects will alias other objects. Thus, we have to re
conservative approximations, like enforcing that all instances of classes in the same “library” have to
the same host. This can be too restrictive, even for realistic examples, as it means that such objects
move. This restriction can be relaxed with careful application of static analysis. For instance, many c
in the same library never alias instances of each other in a way that will cause problems if the ins
move. Objects of such classes can freely exist on different sites on the network.

Static analysis can also enable a wealth of optimizations. For instance, if the code of a system cla
accesses other system objects by calling methods through an interface, then we are able to avoid t
head of translating between indirect references and direct references when passing arguments to
of this class. If a certain method is guaranteed to never change some of its arguments, these argum
be passed using “by-copy” semantics instead of the “by-reference” semantics that the proposed
algorithm guarantees in order to emulate Java behavior on a single address space. If a method doe
its arguments, but references to them never escape the body of the method, then we can pass the a
using “by-copy-return” semantics, again resulting in a more efficient implementation.

Of the three prior art systems discussed in this section, only Pangaea has attempted to use static an
infer relationships between objects [18]. This work is still at a preliminary stage.

Enabling the User to Add Failure Handling Code.The overall approach of programming distribute
systems as if they were centralized (“papering over the network”) has been occasionally criticized
see the best known “manifesto” on the topic [23]). The main point of criticism has been that distrib
systems fundamentally differ from centralized systems because of the possibility of partial failure, w
needs to be handled differently for each application. Nevertheless, the proposed approach does no
from this problem: although the input of the system is a binary application, the output is both a rew
binary and thesource codeof new front-end classes (skeletons) required to run the application in a dis
uted environment. These front-end classes offer a wrapper for the rewritten binary functionality of the
inal application. Application-specific (i.e., non-default) partial-failure handling can be effected
manually editing the source code of the front-end classes and handling the corresponding Java la
exceptions. Thus, although the proposed work involves hiding (much of) the complexity of distributi
allows the user to handle distribution-specific failure exactly like it would be handled through manua
titioning. Alternatively viewed, the user can concentrate on the part of the application that really m
for distributed computing: partial failure handling. This part is the only code that needs to be writte
hand in order to partition an application.
8
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Graphical Front-End for User Interaction and Heuristics for Partitioning. The goal of the proposed
approach is to enable application partitioning at a higher level of abstraction. Therefore, it is natu
include a graphical front-end to allow the user to specify partitioning parameters. Ideally, such a user
face should present all the results of program analysis so far and allow the user full flexibility in ma
further decisions. This presents some challenging user-interface issues. How should static analysi
mation be represented in an approachable form? How can profiling information be represented? H
the user deal with the complexity of hundreds or thousands of classes and methods? How can the u
ily specify object migration policies (e.g., “when methodfoo is called, its third argument should move
permanently to the site offoo if it is not already there”)? How can the user override static analysis inf
mation (e.g., to assert that a method never modifies its arguments, even if this is not apparent to th
analysis algorithm)?

Although we cannot provide complete answers to these questions, preliminary experience sugges
good directions. First, the user should always be in full control of the distribution process, if neede
the other hand, heuristics for distribution (e.g., a flow-based static partitioning algorithm) should be re
available to provide some automatic decision making. In this way, the user can be sure that most
“don’t-care” cases are handled in an acceptable way. If a structured language (e.g., XML-based) is u
externalizing the distribution information, then an editor for the more complex structures (e.g., migr
policies) can be integrated directly in the graphical user interface. In this way, graphical informatio
complex structures with no direct graphical representation are integrated smoothly. This is a techniq
cessfully employed in development environments like Visual Basic. The advantage over separate ed
the complex structures is that the hierarchical capabilities of the graphical environment are exploite
user can click on a class, choose one of its methods, then edit the migration policy for arguments
method. In general, a hierarchical philosophy in the user interface is a good way to deal with comp
The user should be able to group classes together to form larger entities that are used as a unit. The
should then be able to summarize profiling and static analysis information for the entire group.

3. Related Work

The most closely related pieces of work were discussed in detail in the previous section. Here we w
cuss other work that is less directly related to the proposed approach. The spectrum of infrastruct
distributed computing is huge so presentation will be selective.

Distributed shared memory systems(DSMs) like Munin [4], Orca [2], and, in the Java world, CJVM [1]
and Java/DSM [25], can be used to offer transparent distribution, but they are different from no-pro
ming partitioning in that what changes is the runtime environment and not the application. Further
distributed shared memory systems are typically used in local environments, and are geared towar
able high-performance applications. Thus, unlike the proposed approach, most programs do get m
to run efficiently on a distributed shared memory system, and little opportunity exists for handling ne
failures intelligently at the application level.

Among distributed shared memory systems, the ones most closely resembling the proposed appro
object-based DSMs, like Orca [2]. The Orca system has a dedicated language and runtime, but a
similarities to the proposed approach in its treatment of data at the object level, and its use of static
sis. In fact, a no-programming partitioning approach in Java can be viewed as a way to simulate an
based DSM using traditional middleware and application rewriting. The rewriting algorithm describ
Section 2 essentially causes an appropriate mobile object environment to be maintained at applica
time, even though the runtime environment remains unchanged.

Mobile object systems, like Emerald [3][10] have similarities with the proposed approach. Some o
ideas on implementing mobile objects and choosing appropriate semantics for method invocation
chronous object migration) are identical in the proposed approach and in Emerald.
9
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The Doorastha system [6] represents another piece of work closely related to no-programming pa
ing. Doorastha allows the user to annotate a centralized program to turn it into a distributed applic
Unfortunately, all the burden is shifted to the user to specify what semantics are valid for a specific
(e.g., whether objects are mobile, whether they can be passed by-copy, etc.). The Doorastha ann
are quite expressive in terms of how method arguments, different fields of a class, etc., are manip
Nevertheless, programming in this way is tedious and error-prone: a slight error in an annotation
cause insidious inconsistency errors.

The need for infrastructure to support application partitioning has been recognized in the systems c
nity. Proposals for such infrastructure (most recently, Protium [24]) usually try to address different
cerns from those covered in this proposal. High performance is an essential element, with the infrast
trying to hide the latency of remote accesses. The no-programming partitioning approach aims at a
higher degree of automation, but for applications with more modest network performance requirem

4. Research Plan

The main goal will be to evaluate whether no-programming application partitioning can become an i
trial-strength technique, scaling to large third-party applications and providing acceptable perform
Previously (Section 2) we argued that the proposed approach makes the right general design choice
the proposed approach is capable of demonstrating or disproving the potential of no-programming
tioning. Nevertheless, the design choices outlined in Section 2 are general enough that significant sp
exploration exists. This section describes a specific research plan covering this space.

Some preliminary work has already taken place, but only just started yielding fruit. (No publication
this preliminary work exist.) In particular, at this point, the J-Orchestra system implements the ge
rewrite algorithm outlined in Section 2 using Java RMI [20] as the target middleware. The implemen
is currently inefficient—completeness has been the primary goal so far. Now performance beco
major consideration. Other aspects of the proposed approach have primitive implementations. The
rudimentary profiler, constructed by instrumenting Sun’s Java VM using JVMPI (the JVM Profiler In
face) [22]. The profiler currently only records the total amount of data exchanged during all calls
methods of a class. Static analysis is at an early stage with only a preliminary Java implementatio
published alias analysis algorithm [12]. The static analysis part of the approach is one that needs to
high level of maturity before it can be integrated with the rest of the components. A simple graphical
face allows the user to see a list of classes together with call-graph information (what other classes
ods call/are called by methods of the class). Simple profiling information can be input and is represe
a weighted-graph view of the application classes. An implementation of a greedy static (class-based
tioning algorithm is available to aid the user in object placement.

Most of the elements of the approach that will enable it to achieve industrial strength are still to be d
oped. Our specific research agenda will include exploration along the following axes:

• Powerful profiling: the profiler should be the main source of information for object placement
migration.

• Static analysis: is static analysis accurate enough to help? Are more complex algorithms bette
static analysis essential? How should static analysis interact with profiling information?

• Supporting Technology: how important is the underlying middleware for performance? What i
good middleware infrastructure for no-programming partitioning? What optimizations can be
formed at the bytecode level to eliminate the overhead of the rewriting process?

• Applications and Evaluation: what applications can be successfully partitioned? Are there impor
practical benefits of the approach? What application domains most benefit from no-program
10
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partitioning? Is no-programming partitioning suitable to high-performance applications? How do
compare to traditional Distributed Shared Memory systems?

These directions are analyzed below in detail:

Powerful Profiling. Test-case profiling is a major element of the proposed approach. The needs of no
gramming partitioning will likely test the limits of profiling. The profiler should not just be able to rep
cumulative information about data exchange, but also to extract a model of the application (e.g., ba
temporal patterns of application behavior). For instance, the profiler could recognize situations tha
enable object migration strategies, such as “whenever methodm is called, its arguments should migrate t
the site where methodm is executed”. Because of the dual nature of the profiler, it is best to think of i
two tools: one that will record program actions in great detail, and one that will analyze the action
infer strategies from them.

Specifically, we will do the following:

• Build a scalable profiler that records synchronous events in the system (mainly method calls
amount of data exchanged, and any other information deemed necessary in the course of the
Producing a scalable profiler tool is not trivial and may require modifying a Java VM impleme
tion. (The modified JVM will only be used for profiling and will never need to be deployed with
partitioned application.) Our past experience with a profiler based on the JVM Profiling Interface
not entirely satisfactory: application profiling is slower than normal execution by a factor of alm
1,000. This may be sufficient for infrequent profiling, but it is a problem if multiple profiling runs
each application are needed.

• Build a tool to analyze the information from the test-case execution of an application. Experi
with different strategies to draw high-level inferences. For each method and each argument
method, collect information about the use of arguments. Example questions include:
“Is the client of a method call more tightly coupled to the data passed as arguments than the ob
which the method is called?”
“When a reference is passed as an argument, how deep are the paths from this reference
method traverses?”
“Does a method typically change its n-th argument?”

• Explore how to extract “representative” information from profiling runs. Profiling can never cap
the full complexity of all application executions, but can we get an acceptable approximation? P
ising approaches include combining inferences from different profiling runs and concentratin
static elements (e.g., object creation statements) instead of specific objects.

Static Analysis.Properties of the partitioned application can be discovered automatically using static
ysis. The static analysis space is fairly open ended, leaving many possibilities for exploration.

Specifically, we will:

• Implement published alias analysis algorithms as the first step to the required static analysis
We will also explore a new alias analysis algorithm that we have designed and believe is appro
for the domain.

• Implement escape and modifiability analysis algorithms on top of the alias analysis techniques
the difference in accuracy when different alias analysis information is used.

• Perform analysis of Java system classes. A challenge will be to see if safe and useful results
extracted without analyzing native code. Some simple results of this kind should be easy to a
(e.g., many system classes can be referenced only by very few other classes).
11
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• Explore how static analysis results affect the profiling process and vice versa. To see why th
interaction, recall that part of the interesting information is whether an object can be aliased at
cific site. The answer to this question depends on what other objects are on the same site. An
distribution of objects based on profiling information can make the static analysis less conserv
Similarly, static analysis information (e.g., the fact that a method does not change its argum
affects how much data is transferred during a method invocation, which, in turn, affects the p
ment and migration decisions made in the profiling phase.

Supporting Technology.The performance of a partitioned application depends on having an effic
runtime system. In this direction we will:

• Explore what middleware technology is appropriate for no-programming partitioning. Compare
ferent middleware technologies for performance and services offered. Application partitioning
nologies, like JavaParty, have often used optimized middleware to improve performance [13].

• Explore optimizations specific to the rewriting algorithm proposed. Rewriting application class
access other objects through indirect references imposes overhead. Several techniques can b
limit the overhead to the absolutely necessary cases. Lazy conversion of direct to indirect refe
may be possible. Allowing direct field access to local objects seems promising. Efficient treatm
the this  expression by changing the local variable array may be an option.

Applications and Evaluation.A large part of the proposed work has to do with evaluating the impac
no-programming partitioning. Although not all applications can be partitioned automatically, it wil
beneficial to have a classification of applications that are amenable to no-programming partitio
Clearly this evaluation process is closely coupled with the rest of the exploration. If some class of ap
tions proves to be hard to partition well, this may motivate adding new capabilities to the back-end, p
tools, or static analyzer.

Specifically we will do the following:

• Collaborate with colleagues implementing applications for naturally distributed environments. G
gia Tech has particularly active research groups designing and implementing applications for e
ded systems and alternative computing environments. Applications in these domains opera
heterogeneous, distributed environment with functional distribution constraints: cameras m
connected to one machine, sensors to another, while a database system runs on a central ser
is often used to hide the platform specific elements of each environment. (Lately, Java has mad
inroads to the embedded systems domain, in general—tens of millions of Java-enabled cell p
are in use in Japan [5].) Ease of application development is paramount, as the applications a
developed by systems experts. Therefore, the proposed approach has a lot of potential in the
texts. Lots of small machines (like Java-enabled cell phones) can be running parts of an appl
originally intended only for centralized execution, while the rest of the application runs on a ce
server, or even on other small machines.

• Experiment with interactive applications to make them receive input or produce output on sites
than where computation occurs. Example applications include command shells (e.g., the JSh
Unix shell look-alike for the Java VM), and Swing applications (where the graphics will be displa
remotely). The goal is to enable a better partitioning than what would happen if individual
strokes, or entire graphics windows were transferred over the network (as, for instance, in the
or X-Windows protocols). In the case of JShell, for example, the parsing of commands can be
on the client side and only their execution needs to take place on the server side. Eventually th
tem should scale to industrial-strength applications and examples should abound. A Georgia
colleague has already requested a partitioning of the JBits 2.5 FPGA simulator by Xilinx. The g
to use this heavy-duty application over a network link without incurring as much overhead as X-
dows.
12
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• Experiment with high-performance applications to see how the approach can deal with paralle
cution and contention for resources. Replication is limited to immutable objects in the prop
approach. Lifting this limitation seems hard without modifying the runtime system and with
incurring a lot of extra overhead on each write operation. Furthermore, pre-written concurrent
cations, designed to execute on a multiprocessor machine, are unlikely to achieve optimal p
mance in a distributed environment without extensive manual rewriting. Nevertheless, it is intere
to see if some well behaved applications are suitable for no-programming partitioning. It is also
esting to quantify the overhead of the approach relative to traditional Distributed Shared Me
systems.

• Explore the possibilities for application development with no-programming partitioning in m
Although the approach is aimed at pre-written applications, perhaps it can yield great benefits
used simultaneously with the development of the application. In this way, the application writer
be shielded from distribution concerns, but all the testing of the application will be done in a dis
uted environment. Having distribution in mind when writing the application should reveal sev
opportunities for optimization. We will try to specify guidelines for application authors to help m
their applications amenable to no-programming partitioning.

5. Impact of the Proposed Work

Ease of application development has emerged as a primary concern of the Computer Science com
Nevertheless, facilitating application development is a very hard problem, that has generally defied
tion for many decades. The hope is now that select, domain-specific solutions can be developed, a
the development of particular classes of applications. No-programming partitioning is exactly one
solution, aiming to facilitate developing a class of distributed applications. As networking becomes u
tous and computing enters every field of life, this class of applications will only grow.

No-programming partitioning can reduce drastically the development time and effort required to d
applications in a distributed environment. Additionally, no-programming partitioning can improve pe
mance over traditional techniques that enable applications to accept remote input or produce remote
(e.g., X-Windows, Java applets, Java servlets). In some cases, no-programming partitioning may m
difference that will enable running the application in a distributed environment: traditional techniques
be too slow or heavyweight, and manual rewriting may be impossible or not cost-effective. For ap
tions amenable to no-programming partitioning, the tedious details of programming for a distributed
ronment can be completely eliminated. This will enable application developers to concentrate on the
interesting aspects of distribution (e.g., handling partial failure) and produce higher-quality partit
applications.
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